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Abstract

Classic theories of counterinsurgency claim rebel forces execute attacks in an unpre-

dictable manner to limit the government’s ability to anticipate and defend against

them. We study a model of combat during an irregular insurgency. We test empiri-

cal implications of the theoretical model using newly declassified military records and

granular data on opium production and farmgate prices from Afghanistan. Consistent

with our model, we find that the capacity (wealth) of local rebel units influences the

timing of their attacks. As rebels gather more resources, it becomes easier to distin-

guish the within-day timing of attacks from random noise. These findings clarify how

the accumulation of resources by armed groups can alter rebel tactics.
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1 Introduction

Rebel capacity determines the means of rebellion. Resource endowments shape how rebels

recruit, retain, and deploy their fighters (Weinstein, 2007). As insurgents accumulate capac-

ity, they can expand their control of strategic territory (Kalyvas, 2006). Territorial control

influences how rebels treat civilians (Wood, 2014), whether civilians cooperate with rebels

or collude with government forces (Condra and Shapiro, 2012), and impacts the ability of

the government to engage in development and reconstruction (Sexton, 2016). Rebel capacity

defines even the finest dimensions of internal warfare.

One central question that remains largely unexplored is whether rebel capacity influences

how rebels fight. In particular, classic theories of insurgency note that the main advantage

of the rebel side in an asymmetric conflict is the ‘element of surprise’ (Galula, 1964). If

guerrillas aim to undermine their more powerful rivals, their attacks must be unpredictable

and, as such, difficult for government forces to anticipate and thwart (Thompson, 1966). Yet

the strategic value of random combat may decrease as rebels accumulate resources. As their

capacity grows, rebels may shift from guerrilla tactics to conventional warfare, where frontal

assaults are less random and costlier to the rebel forces, but enable insurgents to push the

line of control outward and consolidate control.

We study a model of combat during an irregular insurgency, where government forces

are stronger than their rebel rivals. The decision to adopt guerrilla or conventional tactics

is influenced by the rebel’s budget constraint (capacity). We build on previous theoreti-

cal work, most notably Powell (2007), and derive the optimal allocation of rebel resources

across each type of warfare. We hypothesize that the randomness of combat decreases as

rebel endowments increase. We then test this empirical implication using newly declassified

military records provided to us by the United States government. These records document

hundreds of thousands of combat engagements in Afghanistan during Operation Enduring
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Freedom. These data are particularly valuable because they include within-day timestamps

(often to the minute), which we collapse to the hour. This rich feature of the data allows

us to evaluate how distinguishable the timing of attacks for a given district’s fighting season

are when compared to random noise. We quantify the randomness of combat and study the

association between randomness and rebel capacity using granular data on opium revenue,

which the insurgents consistently tax at a fixed rate (Peters, 2009).

We contribute to the literature on political violence by highlighting another channel

through which rebel endowments shape the character of internal war. We find evidence that

the randomness of attacks significantly decreases as rebels accumulate more resources from

the opium trade. These findings are most robust for close combat and rocket fire attacks,

which require more fighters to produce and expose deployed fighters to a relatively higher

likelihood of injury or death. For insurgents to produce these types of attacks in a manner

that increases the likelihood counterinsurgents can anticipate and defend against them, they

must have the resources to absorb battlefield losses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces our argument.

The third section details the empirical strategy. The fourth section presents the main results

and robustness checks. The final section concludes.

2 Theory

Consider a rebel group that allocates the budget of B > 0 between two types of activities:

conventional warfare F and guerrilla warfare M. Both types of technologies affect the proba-

bilities of the rebel group survival, the government collapse, and subsequent events. For the

purposes of this analysis, the key difference between combat tactics is that guerrilla warfare

is most effective when the government cannot thwart attacks as they are happening, whereas

conventional warfare can be used effectively even when government forces can anticipate and
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defend against attacks.

The government’s capacity s has a random component s0 distributed uniformly over

[0, S] . If, after the interaction with rebels, this capacity s exceeds s, then the rebel group

is defeated. If the capacity falls below s, then the government collapses. If the government

collapses, the rebels take power with probability γ and receive the utility of V, V > 0. If

the government defeats the rebels, they receive −D, D > 0. Finally, the rebels’ payoff in the

case that the status-quo persists is normalized to 0.

The use of guerrilla warfare is a simplified version of the Powell (2007) model. There are

N sites, which are vulnerable to attack.1 The government allocates resources, R in total, to

these sites. If amount ri is allocated to site i, then the probability that the site is successfully

attacked is v(ri), r1 + ... + rN = R. Function v(·) satisfies v′ < 0, v′′ > 0. The rebel group

allocates mi to site i, i ∈ N , with m1 + ...+mN = M. The probability of a successful attack

on site i is proportional to mi, and the expected harm to the government capacity to defend

itself is α
∑

i∈N miv(ri).

The rebel group decides whether or not to use conventional weapons, choosing F ∈ {0, 1} .

An attack using conventional weapons results in a reduction of government’s capacity by h

and the fixed cost of such an attack is f .

The timing of the game is as follows. First, rebels decide on how much resource is spent

on each type of weapons. Then, the government and rebels simultaneously allocate resources

across the sites. The solution concept is the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium (with any

Nash equilibrium at the simultaneous game at the last stage).

We work backwards. The simultaneous-move game at Stage 2 has a unique Nash equi-

librium: the government allocates all resources proportionally, ri = R/N for all i ∈ N. The

rebels, in turn, do the same: mi = M/N. Naturally, this might be interpreted as randomizing

1“Sites” are not necessarily physical space; they might be time slots or, more realistically, a time-space
object.
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over these sites. (A pure strategy is allocating all resources to one of N sites.)

Now that we know how M is spent in the final stage of the game, the rebels’ problem at

the first stage is as follows.

max
M∈[0,B/cM ], F∈{0,1}

fF+cMM=B

{Pr(Government collapses)× γ × V − Pr(Government wins)×D} (1)

The probability of government collapse depends on the use of both conventional and

guerrilla weapons by rebels. When the rebel choice of conventional weapons is F ∈ {0, 1},

the amount spent on guerrilla warfare is M = 1
cM

(B − fF ) , and the government capacity is

s = s0 −
1

cM
αv(R/N) (B − fF )− hF.

Thus,

Pr(Government collapses) =
1

S

(
1

cM
αv(R/N) (B − fF ) + hF + s

)
.

Comparing the payoffs with F = 0 and F = 1, the conditions, under which the rebels

invest in conventional weapons, are as follows.

B ≥ B∗ =

(
D

V γ
+ 1

)(
f − hcM

αv(R/N)

)
− scM
αv(R/N)

. (2)

Ceteris paribus, if the rebels’ budget is low, they invest only in guerrilla warfare. At

some point, with the budget increasing, they invest in conventional weapons as well. Nat-

urally, efficiency of guerrilla weapons α and government inefficiency v(R/N) decrease the

“conventional warfare” B∗ as guerrilla warfare helps to guarantee the status-quo. The cost

of conventional weapons f increases the threshold.

We summarize the model’s core insights. Weak (poor) rebels engage in only guerrilla

tactics. A random allocation of attacks is optimal during guerrilla warfare. As capacity

(wealth) grows, rebels adopt a mixture of guerrilla and conventional warfare. Rebels pay

and impose a fixed cost for utilizing conventional tactics. As such, conventional violence
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is not randomly allocated. The composition of all warfare that is conventional increases in

rebel capacity. This suggests a testable hypothesis: the randomness of attacks decreases as

rebels accumulate resources.

3 Empirical Design

In this section, we discuss the setting of our investigation, review our newly released military

records, opium production and price data, and introduce our identification strategy.

3.1 Context

We study the relationship between combat activity and rebel capacity in Afghanistan. We

follow Wright (2016) and use revenue from illicit goods to track rebel capacity. Given that

most of the Taliban’s operational budget is derived from rent extraction from opium produc-

ers, we can be confident that changes in opium production are a suitable proxy for insurgent

capacity (Giustozzi, 2009). The nature of the opium crop cycle also makes it possible for

the timing of the onset of changes in insurgent capacity to be identified: ‘revolutionary

taxes’ (10%) are collected after the spring harvest (Peters, 2009). Opium crops are typically

harvested in April and May, meaning the impact of opium rents will likely be observed dur-

ing the summer fighting months (June-September), when combatants have returned to the

combat theater from strongholds along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border.

3.2 Data

Our investigation exploits newly declassified military records which catalogue combat engage-

ments and counterinsurgent operations during Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.

The detailed nature of this conflict data allows us to track insurgent activity by the hour.

Although this data tracks dozens of types of violence, the majority of enemy action events are
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characterized as direct fire, indirect fire, and IED explosions. Direct fire attacks are primarily

line-of-sight, close combat events. Indirect fire consists of mortars and other weapons that

can be deployed without close contact with military forces. IEDs consist of explosives that

have been emplaced and are detonated through a variety of trigger mechanisms (pressure

plate, cable-to-battery, radio signal, laser beam, etc.). Because direct and indirect fire events

require fighters to execute the attack, these attack types place fighters at a relatively higher

likelihood of injury or death. IEDs, on the other hand, can be detonated autonomously,

which lowers risks of immediate harm to fighters.

Our military records also include information, which we use in our robustness checks,

about counterinsurgent operations, including find and clear missions that neutralized em-

placed IEDs, discoveries of weapon caches, such as small arms, ammunition, and bomb

making materials, and provision of close air support, which was used primarily to harden

mobile targets and extract coalition forces that were pinned down at a fixed location by

insurgents.

We also gather opium production and farmgate price data from annual reports of the

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. These data include estimates of the annual

amount of opium production (hectares) for each district since 2006 and the average price

per kilogram (US dollars) in April and May, the period immediately following the annual

harvest.

3.3 Detecting Random Timing of Combat

We introduce a method for detecting the randomness of attack timing. Our approach em-

ploys randomization inference and the bootstrap Kolmogorov-Smirnov method developed

by Abadie (2002). We detail this method in Supporting Information, but the intuition is

simple. We identify the hour of each attack within a given district-year. We then reshuffle

the hour vector and compare the empirical distribution to the randomly reshuffled vector.
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This process is repeated many times per district-year. The result of the technique is a single

likelihood parameter, which we call a p-value, for each unit of observation. We estimate these

parameters for district-years with a minimum of five conflict events.2 Higher p-values indi-

cate that the distribution of rebel attacks by hour cannot be distinguished from randomness.

Lower p-values reveal attack patterns that are more easily differentiated from randomness;

i.e., they are more predictable.

Estimation of our likelihood parameters using this technique requires tens of billions of

simulations, so we use several supercomputers. In Figure 1, we plot the the calculated p-

value (log) distributions for direct fire (1a), indirect fire (1b), and IED attacks (1c). Each

combat type follows a similar distribution, with most district-year p-values above -10. These

distributions are also characterized by long left-side tails, indicating that some units of

observation have patterns of rebel combat that are more definitively distinguished from

randomness.

Figure 1: Distribution of p-values from randomization test of combat in Afghanistan
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(a) Direct Fire
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(b) Indirect Fire
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(c) IED

3.4 Identification

We study the relationship between rebel capacity and randomized combat by examining

whether the within-day distribution of violence for each district’s fighting season is associated

2We set the lower threshold at five events to ensure convergence of the simulations. A conflict vector that
is too short (i.e., fewer than five) does not permit sufficient randomization when the hour vector is reshuffled.
Our results are highly consistent if we raise this threshold upward.
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with rent extraction from opium. If the results follow our expectations, rebel capacity and

the likelihood parameter of our simulation test above should be negatively correlated.

The p-values plotted above show a significant left skew across all three attack types,

whereas the opium production data shows a significant right skew (mean = 332, max =

22769). This suggests that a logged specification of our outcome and treatment is appropri-

ate. Some districts do not produce opium, so we add the equivalent of a single hectare to

all district-years before evaluating the log.

To test the relationship between randomization of attack timing and insurgent capacity,

we estimate the following ordinary least squares regression for each of the three attack types.

log(pvald,y,a) = α + log(production+ 1)× log(price)β1 +Xdβ2 +Xyβ3 + ε (3)

Where pvald,y,a is the p-value for a given district-year and attack type (direct fire, indirect

fire, and IED attacks). Xd and Xy are district and year fixed effects respectively. We expect

the first coefficient β1 to be negative.

4 Results

We begin by visualizing the data. In Figure 2, we plot the p-value distributions for direct

fire (2a), indirect fire (2b), and IED attacks (2c) against the corresponding opium revenue

of each district-year. Confidence regions (95%) are shaded in blue. Notice the consistently

negative relationship between revenue and randomness of combat. These plots are consistent

with our intuition that strong rebels produce patterns of violence across time that are more

easily distinguishable from random noise.

Table 1 shows the estimated relationship between our measure of rebel capacity—opium

revenue—and the within-day randomization of attacks using equation 3. In line with our

model, revenue and randomness are negatively correlated. That is to say, as rebel capacity
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Figure 2: Bivariate relationship between opium revenue and p-value of randomization test
of combat in Afghanistan
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(a) Direct Fire
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(c) IED

in a given district and fighting season increases, fighters engage in less random patterns of

attack. This is consistent across attack types. For close combat and explosive device attacks,

the baseline model suggests a roughly 1% decrease in the likelihood parameter for each 10%

increase in opium revenue. Because the Taliban only tax 10% of opium proceeds, the true

relationship is closer to one-to-one variation. The estimated effect is nearly double for remote

combat attacks, like mortar and rocket fire. These findings could be influenced by district-

specific factors that shift over time, such as the increased deployment of foreign troops and

training of local forces. To address these concerns, we add a district-specific linear time trend

in column 2 of each panel. The main results are marginally attenuated in magnitude, but

remain statistically significant for all attack types. Error terms may be correlated by district

over time. In column 3, we account for this by substituting clustered standard errors in

place of heteroskedasticity robust standard errors.3 The statistical precision of our estimates

decreases compared to the baseline specification. The main results, however, remain below

the 10% threshold.

We also account for attack type-specific violence trends. This helps us address concerns

that the negative association we estimate is an artifact of the underlying relationship between

3We present heteroskedasticity robust standard errors in our benchmark specification because we are not
analyzing a balanced panel. Recall, district-years must meet the five event minimum threshold to be included
in likelihood parameter estimation routine.
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rebel capacity and the magnitude of violence insurgents can produce. Stronger rebels are

capable of producing more violence, which may bias the method we use to isolate randomness

in attack patterns. It is possible, for example, that districts that experience more violence

mechanically appear to produce patterns of violence that are more random. We attempt

to condition out this bias by summing the number of attacks (for each type) that occurred

in a given district-year. This yields a district-year specific violence trend. In column 4, we

incorporate this trend for the current year. In column 5, we include the current year’s violence

trend and a lagged trend. The lagged trend helps us address one source of endogeneity in

our analysis: last year’s violence could influence opium production (and, thus, revenue) this

year. For close combat attacks, these trends and lags account for some of the main effect.

For indirect fire attacks, our main effect increases modestly. For IED attacks, the coefficient

of interest is indistinguishable from zero.

We consider several additional robustness checks. In table SI-2, we expand the set of

violence trends and lags. In the main analysis, we focused on violence trends specific to each

type of attack (i.e., the district-year total of each attack category). In column 1, we sum all

conflict events per unit of observation and add this variable as a covariate to equation 3. In

column 2, we add a one unit lag of this total violence trend. The main results are consistent

with the comparable specifications in table 1 (columns 4 and 5).

We next address a potential source of bias in our parameter estimation technique. It

is possible that simply having a larger set of hours over which to reshuffle the data could

induce a stronger negative correlation between rebel capacity and randomness due to a

confounding link between capacity and how much violence insurgents are able to produce.

To address this concern, we use weighted least squares and apply inverse weights to each

unit of observation such that district-years with the largest number of events are weighted

downward. We generate two weights: one set that is specific to each district-year and type

of attack (direct, indirect, and IED) and another that is specific to each district-year and
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sums all conflict events. We present these results in table SI-3. These supplemental findings

are consistent with the main findings, although significantly more precise.

It is possible that revenue from opium production may attract additional counterinsurgent

investments. Consistent with our theoretical model, to defeat rebels accumulating resources,

security forces may have deployed additional resources that could complicate estimation of

the effect of rebel capacity on the randomness of combat. We focus on three measures of

counterinsurgent capacity: the number of IED neutralizations, cache discoveries, and close

air support missions per district-year. We add these covariates to equation 3, replicating

the benchmark model in table 1 (column 1). We present these results in table SI-4. These

measures of counterinsurgent capacity improve the explanatory power of our models and

improve the precision of the estimated coefficient on opium revenue, although the magnitude

of the effects is slightly attenuated.

We next expand our definition of the “fighting season”. Combat engagements typically

intensify in the late spring and decline in early fall. However, there is some variation in

these seasons over the course of the conflict, which may be due to idiosyncratic factors

like mountain passes thawing out or snowing in earlier or later than usual. In the main

analysis, we limit our parameter estimates to the within-day patterns of violence from June

to September. In table SI-5, we recalculate our likelihood parameters using conflict events

from April until October. These results are similar to the main results except that direct

fire falls below the 10% threshold in column 5 (violence trends and lagged violence trends).

We conclude by testing the robustness of our randomness detection method. In the main

analysis, we identify the sequence of district-hours with conflict events. We then reshuffle

conflict events across the entire set of possible district-hour combinations. Alternatively, we

could reshuffle the data only over district-hour combinations that experienced some positive

level of insurgent activity. This alternative approach significantly reduces the scale of the

randomized vector and limits the counterfactual distributions to hours when combat activity
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is plausible (and was observed).4 These results are presented in table SI-6. Notice that the

results for direct and indirect fire attacks are similar to the main effects, although the magni-

tudes are slightly smaller (roughly .2-.6%). Interestingly, although the coefficient estimates

for IED attacks are uniformly negative, none are statistically distinguishable from zero.

5 Conclusion

We study a model of combat during an irregular insurgency. The model generates a core

insight consistent with classic theories of counterinsurgency: relatively weak rebels rely on

randomized combat. As rebels accumulate resources they mix tactics and adopt increas-

ingly predictable modes of attack. We evaluate these empirical implications using newly

declassified military records from the Afghanistan war. We find evidence that insurgents

adopt less random attack patterns as they accumulate resources. These results clarify how

rebel capacity influences combat tactics and help us understand how the strategy of internal

violence is shaped by the resources under insurgent control.
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Table 1: Impact of rebel capacity on within-day randomization of attacks

Panel A: Direct Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.121∗∗∗ -0.117∗∗ -0.121∗ -0.0639∗ -0.0622∗

(0.0407) (0.0592) (0.0662) (0.0352) (0.0350)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 1140 1140 1140 1140 1139
R2 0.580 0.672 0.580 0.681 0.683

Panel B: Indirect Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.232∗∗∗ -0.211∗∗ -0.232∗∗ -0.242∗∗∗ -0.241∗∗∗

(0.0682) (0.0949) (0.0964) (0.0675) (0.0673)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 503 503 503 503 503
R2 0.717 0.805 0.717 0.723 0.724

Panel C: IED Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.104∗∗∗ -0.0889∗∗ -0.104∗∗∗ -0.0187 -0.0149
(0.0319) (0.0443) (0.0322) (0.0204) (0.0201)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 542 542 542 542 542
R2 0.503 0.568 0.503 0.730 0.733

Notes: Outcome of interest is the (log) p-value of the randomness test. This p-value is specific
to each type of attack. All regressions include district and fighting season fixed effects. Het-
eroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported in parentheses, stars indicate *** p < 0.01,
** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 14



SUPPORTING INFORMATION
— For Online Publication Only —

A Randomness Detection Technique

Our approach employs randomization inference and the bootstrap Kolmogorov-Smirnov
method developed by Abadie (2002). The method is executed in several steps.

1. Fit a local polynomial regression to the observed distribution of violence by hour. We
specify a conservative bandwidth of 1. This empirical distribution of fitted values is
stored.

2. Identify the sequence of district-hours that experience insurgent and counterinsurgent
activity, including but not limited to close, indirect, and remote combat. For each
district-hour, we know the sum of each attack type.

3. Randomly shuffle the sequence above. This is equivalent to a randomization or per-
mutation test.

4. Fit a local polynomial regression to the randomly shuffled distribution of violence by
hour. The simulated distribution of fitted values is stored.

5. Execute the bootstrap Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This test is composed of four ele-
ments.

(a) Compute the TKS
dfi for the fitted values of the empirical and simulated distribu-

tions, where:

TKS
dfi =

(
n1n0

n

) 1
2

supy∈R
∣∣F1,n1(y)− F0,n1(y)

∣∣.
(b) Resample observations with replacement from observed and simulated distribu-

tions. Split the resampled set into two distributions and calculate TKS
dfi,b. Store

TKS
dfi,b.

(c) Repeat prior two steps 1,000 times.

(d) Calculate and store the likelihood parameter of the tests as
∑1000

b=1

1TKS
dfi,b>TKS

dfi

1,000
.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 10,000 times. Evaluate the central tendency (mean) of the
likelihood parameters.

7. Replace zero values with the minimum observed non-zero rank value and calculate the
log.

SI-1



B Summary Statistics

Table SI-1: Summary statistics

Direct fire sample, Table 1, Panel A
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
Likelihood parameter, p-value -8.6825 8.0760 -45.9471 -2.6589 1140
Opium revenue 13.8135 16.5456 0 53.3847 1140
Direct fire trend 57.3588 146.8231 5 3140 1140
IED find and clear 18.1719 40.6432 0 522 1140
Cache discovery 4.764 15.5366 0 285 1140
Close air support 2.2789 6.6148 0 102 1140

Indirect fire sample, Table 1, Panel B
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
Likelihood parameter, p-value -11.2468 10.3706 -44.5608 -2.9964 503
Opium revenue 13.942 17.3425 0 53.3847 503
Indirect fire trend 27.8072 28.9086 5 309 503
IED find and clear 28.7913 56.1983 0 522 503
Cache discovery 7.5944 21.5673 0 285 503
Close air support 3.6064 9.2185 0 102 503

IED sample, Table 1, Panel C
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N
Likelihood parameter, p-value -7.3421 5.5346 -44.1554 -2.8311 542
Opium revenue 18.3029 18.2709 0 53.3847 542
IED Explosion trend 32.7399 44.2633 5 458 542
IED find and clear 34.4963 54.2922 0 522 542
Cache discovery 8.821 21.3797 0 285 542
Close air support 3.7694 9.0685 0 102 542
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C Robustness Checks

In this Supporting Information section, we introduce results described in the main text.

• Table SI-2: in this set of results, we account for trends in the total levels of violence
observed during the fighting season (column 1) as well as the lags of these trends
(column 2).

• Table SI-3: in this set of results, we apply inverse violence weights to account for
potential biases induced by parameter estimation in our technique. Recall, it is possible
that simply having a larger set of hours over which to reshuffle the data could induce a
stronger negative correlation between capacity and randomness due to the link between
capacity and how much violence insurgents are able to produce. We apply attack type-
specific inverse weights in column 1 and overall violence trend inverse weights in column
2.

• Table SI-4: in this set of results, we demonstrate that the main results are robust to
incorporating measures of military capacity. We leverage three unique features of our
military records to quantify counterinsurgent effort: the number of IED neutralizations,
cache discoveries, and close air support missions per district-year.

• Table SI-5: in this set of results, we expand the sample definition of “fighting season”
to include April through October. We do this to account for any potential variation in
the initiation or termination date of each year’s period of fighting, which may be due
to idiosyncratic factors like mountain passes thawing out or snowing in earlier or later
than usual.

• Table SI-6: in this set of results, we show the main results are consistent when utilizing
an alternative parameter estimation technique.
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Table SI-2: Impact of rebel capacity on within-day randomization of attacks, trends and lags

Panel A: Direct Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 -

Opium Revenue -0.0621∗ -0.0598∗

(0.0342) (0.0338)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes
Overall Violence Trend Yes Yes
Overall Violence Trend, Lagged No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 1140 1139
R2 0.688 0.690

Panel B: Indirect Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 -

Opium Revenue -0.160∗∗∗ -0.155∗∗∗

(0.0579) (0.0561)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes
Overall Violence Trend Yes Yes
Overall Violence Trend, Lagged No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 503 503
R2 0.779 0.781

Panel C: IED Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 -

Opium Revenue -0.0430∗ -0.0392
(0.0244) (0.0240)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes
Overall Violence Trend Yes Yes
Overall Violence Trend, Lagged No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 542 542
R2 0.651 0.663

Notes: Outcome of interest is the (log) p-value of the ran-
domness test. This p-value is specific to each type of attack.
All regressions include district and fighting season fixed ef-
fects. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported
in parentheses, stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Table SI-3: Impact of rebel capacity on within-day randomization of attacks, inverse weights

Panel A: Direct Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 -

Opium Revenue -0.112∗∗∗ -0.110∗∗∗

(0.0386) (0.0384)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes
Violence Trend Inverse Weights Yes No
Overall Violence Trend Inverse Weights No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 1140 1140
R2 0.548 0.546

Panel B: Indirect Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 -

Opium Revenue -0.230∗∗∗ -0.225∗∗∗

(0.0677) (0.0658)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes
Violence Trend Inverse Weights Yes No
Overall Violence Trend Inverse Weights No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 503 503
R2 0.717 0.694

Panel C: IED Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 -

Opium Revenue -0.0867∗∗∗ -0.0946∗∗∗

(0.0283) (0.0293)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes
Violence Trend Inverse Weights Yes No
Overall Violence Trend Inverse Weights No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 542 542
R2 0.456 0.479

Notes: Outcome of interest is the (log) p-value of the randomness
test. This p-value is specific to each type of attack. All regressions
include district and fighting season fixed effects. Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors are reported in parentheses, stars indicate ***
p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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Table SI-4: Impact of rebel capacity on within-day randomization of attacks, state capacity

Panel A: Direct Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 -

Opium Revenue -0.0970∗∗∗ -0.115∗∗∗ -0.0820∗∗

(0.0363) (0.0400) (0.0354)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes
IED Clearance Yes No No
Cache Discoveries No Yes No
Close Air Support No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 1140 1140 1140
R2 0.631 0.594 0.623

Panel B: Indirect Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 -

Opium Revenue -0.204∗∗∗ -0.220∗∗∗ -0.182∗∗∗

(0.0579) (0.0620) (0.0608)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes
IED Clearance Yes No No
Cache Discoveries No Yes No
Close Air Support No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 503 503 503
R2 0.752 0.731 0.740

Panel C: IED Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 -

Opium Revenue -0.0666∗∗∗ -0.0937∗∗∗ -0.0544∗∗

(0.0245) (0.0271) (0.0235)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes
IED Clearance Yes No No
Cache Discoveries No Yes No
Close Air Support No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Observations 542 542 542
R2 0.638 0.557 0.565

Notes: Outcome of interest is the (log) p-value of the randomness
test. This p-value is specific to each type of attack. All regressions
include district and fighting season fixed effects. Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors are reported in parentheses, stars indicate ***
p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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Table SI-5: Impact of rebel capacity on within-day randomization of attacks

Panel A: Direct Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.124∗∗∗ -0.113∗ -0.124∗ -0.0634∗ -0.0614
(0.0430) (0.0614) (0.0700) (0.0380) (0.0379)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 1140 1140 1140 1140 1139
R2 0.582 0.687 0.582 0.673 0.676

Panel B: Indirect Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.206∗∗∗ -0.161∗ -0.206∗∗ -0.215∗∗∗ -0.214∗∗∗

(0.0636) (0.0961) (0.0938) (0.0622) (0.0632)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 609 609 609 609 608
R2 0.668 0.792 0.668 0.675 0.676

Panel C: IED Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.119∗∗∗ -0.0984∗∗ -0.119∗∗∗ -0.0203 -0.0182
(0.0348) (0.0470) (0.0429) (0.0221) (0.0223)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 656 656 656 656 656
R2 0.508 0.575 0.508 0.719 0.721

Notes: Parameters drawn from expanded fighting season. Outcome of interest is the (log) p-value
of the randomness test. This p-value is specific to each type of attack. All regressions include
district and fighting season fixed effects. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are reported
in parentheses, stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.SI-7



Table SI-6: Impact of rebel capacity on within-day randomization of attacks

Panel A: Direct Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.0841∗∗∗ -0.0970∗∗∗ -0.0841∗∗ -0.0552∗∗ -0.0570∗∗∗

(0.0232) (0.0346) (0.0353) (0.0217) (0.0218)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 1140 1140 1140 1140 1139
R2 0.397 0.526 0.397 0.507 0.508

Panel B: Indirect Fire Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.146∗∗∗ -0.159∗∗ -0.146∗∗∗ -0.148∗∗∗ -0.147∗∗∗

(0.0425) (0.0619) (0.0553) (0.0425) (0.0423)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 503 503 503 503 503
R2 0.486 0.569 0.486 0.488 0.493

Panel C: IED Attacks

- Column 1 - - Column 2 - - Column 3 - - Column 4 - - Column 5 -

Opium Revenue -0.0170 -0.0353 -0.0170 -0.00750 -0.0102
(0.0159) (0.0216) (0.0157) (0.0153) (0.0151)

Parameters
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Dist.-Time Trend No Yes No No No
Violence Trend No No No Yes Yes
Violence Trend, Lag No No No No Yes

Model Statistics
Number of Obs. 542 542 542 542 542
R2 0.277 0.425 0.277 0.298 0.309

Notes: Parameters calculated using alternative randomization technique. Outcome of interest is
the (log) p-value of the supplemental randomness test. This p-value is specific to each type of
attack. All regressions include district and fighting season fixed effects. Heteroskedasticity robust
standard errors are reported in parentheses, stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.SI-8


